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CHAPTER I

( THE PROBLEM

~The purpose of this study was to investigate the ex-

tent to which an individual ’s cognitive style interacted

‘wi th different types of learner preparation. More speci-

f ically,  the investigator attempted to ascertain whether

or not a specific preinstructional stra tegy was signifi-

cantly more effective for a learner whose cognitive style

had been identified . The investigator believed that the

learn ing of new and meaningful  information would be enhanced

by matching the students cognitive style with the appropri-

late type of learner preParation.k 
-

Background of t~~ Problem

The College En trance Exam ination Board recently

announced that freshmen enter ing American Colleges in fall

1977 received , on the average, the lowest scores on the

scholastic aptitude test (SAT) ever recorded in the 51

rears that it has been administered. Educational Testing

ervice conunjssjoned a panel of 21 educators, foundation

)ffiCials and other experts to study this phenomenon. In

±eir report, On Further Examination (1977), these experts

;tated “The only right answer is to vary the instructional

r 
____________________  ___________  ________________________

• ~, ~~~~~~~ -..-
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process still more to take account of increased individual

differences” (p. 47). Many others (Cronbach, 1967; Cron-

bach & Snow , 1977; Gagne , 1967; Glasser , 1967; Jensen , 1968;

Merrill , 1975; Snow , 1976a , 1977) have stated that no single

instructional strategy will be optimal for each student .

Therefore , in their attempt to tailor instruction to the

individual , the educator ’s search for generally superior

methods should be supplemented by a search for specif ic

ways to f i t  the instruction to each type of learner . One

method of accomplishing this objective is through the study

of aptitude-treatment interactions (ATI).

“One can expect interactions between learner char-

acteristics and instructional method. Where these exists,

the instructional approach that is best on the average is

not best for all persons.” (Cronbach & Snow , 1977 , p. 1) .

The problem is to determine which individual differences

interact with specific instructional treatments. There-

fore , in educational media research , ATI stud ies have re-

placed the earlier focus on media comparisons (DiVesta ,

1975; Salomon & Clark , 1977) .  Numerous traits have been

studied , the most common being IQ and gender , and many

interesting interactions with various treatments have been

found (Allen , 1975; Cronbach & Snow, 1977; Parkhurst, 1975).

However, many important traits are still relatively unex-

plored ; foremost among these is cognitive style.

Cognitive style may be defined as the way people

1~
-__ - —- --— ---- ‘-- - - . -_____ -- - -
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process information. Since the definition is so pervasive,

there are many dimens ions of cognitive style. However ,

among the many facets that have been ident i f ied, the f ie ld-

dependence-independence (global-analytic) dimension has

been the most extensive].y studied and has the widest

- application to educational problems. “The evidence that

~research has already produced suggests that a cognitive

Is tyle approach may be applied with profit to a variety of

educational issues ” (Witkin, Moore , Goodenough , & Cox,

l977a , p. 1).

Witkin et al. (1977a) identified the analytic (field—

independent) person as one who experiences himself as sepa-

rate and distinct from others and one who tends to rely on

internal cues for processing information; whereas the global

(field-dependent) individual tends to rely on external

sources for structure and information . Therefore, the dis-

tinctive structure provided by various types of preinstruc-

tional strategies should have a profound effect on persons

with d i f f e r ing  cognitive styles. McClung ( 1976) also indi-

cated that learner preparation should be considered when

designing and developing instructional materials for m di-

‘iduals wi th particular cognitive styles because of the

xpected interaction between the two .

Greex and Blank (1977) stated that “previous research~

~
as found that the non-analytic child tends to lack the

~bility to discriminate important components of a problem
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lan d ~o extract meaningful information. . . . The analytic

child , on the other hand , has general ly been found more

capable in performing the necessary information-gathering

and hypothesis testing skills . . . “ (p. 310). This pro-

cess is also critical in determining how a student will

learn new material .

Also, “the sequencing and arrangement of subject

material appears to L..fluence not only what students learn ,

but also their attitudes towards the usefulness and impor-

tance of what has to be achieved . For this reason, any

procedure which makes this arrangement or organization more

obvious and striking is likely to facilitate the learning

(of meaningful material . Nowhere is this more important

than in the preliminary phases of teaching and instruction ”

(Hartley & Davies , 1976, p. 239). Therefore, it seemed

that an interaction should exist between cognitive style

and preinstructional strategies that provide different

types of organization and structure .

Two of the most frequently used examples of learner

~preparation are the overview and the advance organizer .

/ery little research has been done to examine the effective-’

r~ess of overviews. However, they are quite well defined .

Ur Force Manual 50-9 defines an overview as “a clear,

~oncise presentation of the objective and key ideas ” of the

lesson (p. 80). Hartley and Davies (1976) stated that

“generally speaking , overviews serve to introduce students
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to new material by familiarizing them with the central

I argument. They may also emphasize key concepts , princi-

I ples , and technical terms , as well as prepare students for

the general structure or gestalt of the material to be

J mastered ” (p. 2 4 4 ) .  Also , the overview is presented at the

( same level of abstraction , generality , and inclusiveness
1 as the learning material itself (Ausubel & Robinson , 1969) .

j On the other hand , a plethora of research on the
- 

effectiveness of advance organizers has been done by Allen ,

1 ( 1970) ,  Ausubel ( 1 9 6 0 ) ,  Ausubel and Fitzgerald (1961, 1962),

- Ausubel and Youssef (1963), Clawson and Barnes (1973),

Munford (1972), and Weisberg (1970) just to name a few.

I However , the definition of an advance organizer is somewhat
- 

less operational than that of an overview. Ausube]. (1963)

defines the advance organizer as introductory material at

a higher level of abstraction, generality, and inclusive-

I ness. By deliberately introducing relevant concepts, the

student is provided an ideational scaffolding which en-

hances his ability to incorporate and retain the more

detailed material in the learning passage. Unlike over-

views , which are content oriented , advance organizers are

process oriented.

I Therefore , it was the intent of this study to show
- 

that some form of learner preparation would enhance learn-

ing and that there would be a trait—treatment interaction

etween the various preinstructional strategies and the

I
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global-analytic dimension of cognitive style.

Statement of the Problem

In order to effectively design individualized

instruction one must ascertain the various traits of the

student and use those treatments that are most appropriate

to his style of learning. One of the most stable learning

determinants is cognitive style (Witkin , Goodenough , &

Karp , 1967). Also , learner prepara tion is an important and

effective design factor (AFM 50—9 , 1967 ; Ausubel & Robin-

son , 1969 ; Hartley & Davies, 1976). Therefore, it was the -

objective of this study to determine if there is a trait-

treatment interaction between cognitive style and learner

~preparation.

More specifically, this study attempted to ascertain

whether or not two specific types of learner preparation

(advance organizer or overview) provided a more effective

introduction , and therefore significantly greater cognitive

learning , for students whose cognitive styles have been

identified.

Importance of the Study

As indicated by Allen (1975) and Weisberg (1970)

‘ore research must be done to determine what type of pre-

~nstructional strategy , if any, is most effective for a

ipecific individual. Because an individual ’s cognitive

~
ty1e is a major factor in determining his ability to

~rganize material (Goodenough , 1976 ; Shouksmith, 1970 ;



Witkin et al. 1977a) it is appropriate to expect an inter-

L action between cognitive style and learner preparation.

Thereforr , the identification of a specific type of

learner preparation which is most effective for individuals

with a particular cognitive style would enable educators to

design materials to provide the most effective individual-

ized instruction .

1 Substantive Questions to be Answered

This study attempted to answer the following ques-

tions:

1. Will there be significant interaction between

learner preparations for subjects of distinctive

I cogni tive styles?

2. Will subjects receiving either type of learner

preparation perform significantly better than

those subjects who receive no preparation xe-

- 
gardless of the learner ’s cognitive style?

I Research Hypotheses

In order to test for the effects of var ious pre-

I linstructional strategies on cognitive style, and to ascer-

tam whether a trait—treatment interaction exists, the fo]-

I lowing hypotheses were examined:

1 1. A global individual given the advance organizer

will perform significantly better on the post—

I test than an analytic individual given the

advance organizer.

I
I 

• -

~ 

-
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2. An analytic individual given the overview will

perform significantly better on the posttest

than a global individual given the overview.

3. Subjects given either type of learner preparation

will perform significantly better on the posttest

than subjects receiving no prepara tion regardless

of cognitive style.

I Assumptions

The following assumptions were made in this study:

1. The Group Embedded Figures Test would distinguish

between subjects having analytic and global

cognitive styles.

F 2. The test for cognitive style would not affect

performance on the posttest.

1 3. The pupils used in this study could all perform

the task within the specified time interval .

1 4. The research design, data analysis procedure ,

I and control methods selected for this study

were appropriate.

5. The subjects in the experimental and control

groups were of comparable socio-economic status,

ethnic, and cultural backgrounds.

Delimi tations

1. The population consisted of juniors, seniors, and

I first year graduate students at the University

of Southern California.
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2. The cognitive area treated by this study was on

the properties of plain carbon steel .

Limitations

1. The reliability and validity of the test

• instruments designed and selected for use in

this study effected the outcome of the study.

1 2. The cognitive styles treated in this study were

those identified by the Group Embedded Figures

Test. Generalizations, therefore , will not be

valid relative to other d imensions of cognitive
- style.

Definition of Terms

f Advance Organizer. Introductory material at a higher level

of abstractness , generality, and inclus iveness (Ausubel,[ 1963).

Analytic. A dimension of cognitive style characteristic of

I 
~an individual who: can perceive items as discrete from

Itheir background; can reorganize an already organized field;

can provide structure to unstructured material ; tends to be

I ~rticulate when describing himself and his experiences; and

~ends to be independent . The term is used interchangeably

pith the terms field-independence and articulated .

~ptitude-Treatxnent Interaction (ATI ). An ATI exists when ,

is a result of a given treatment, individuals at one end of

I in aptitude variable perform at one level on a criterion

rieasure. Also, individuals at the other end of the aptitude
~~~~~~

,

1

I
_ _  _ _ _ _ _ _  

~~~~~~

. • _ _ _ _ _ _
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variable per form at a s igni f icant ly  d i f f e r en t  level on the

criterion measure. This term is used interchangeably with

trait-treatment interaction (TTI).

Aptitude. Any personological or organismic variable upon

which individuals differ (Parkhurst, 1975).

Cognitive Style. The individual consistencies in cognitive

behavior resulting from the individual ’s perceptual and

conceptual organization of the external environment (Kagan,

Moss , & Sigel, 1963).

Disordinal interaction. This type of interaction occurs

when the interaction is statistically signif icant and the

lines which represent the effect of the various treatments

cross within the range of the measurement trait.

Field—dependent. See global .

Field-independent. See analytic .

Global. A dimension of cognitive style characteristic of

an individual who: tends to have difficulty separating

field from ground ; is inclined to respond to a stimulus as

a whole; tends to rely on external sources for structure

and organization; tends to be dependent on others ; and is

socially oriented . The term is used interchangeably with
• 

the term field—dependence.

Ordinal interaction. This type of interaction occurs when

the interaction is statistically significant and the lines

which represent the effect of the various treatment levels

across the levels of the personological variable do not

~J I
_ _ _ _ _ _  

_____
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cross wi th in  the range of the measurement trait.

Overview. A clear , concise presentation of the objectives

I - 
and key ideas that are to be covered in the lesson.

Treatment. The instructional strategy or strategies which

-s tructure information for the purpose of having students

learn that information (Parkhur st, 1975).

I-
I-
I

I-

Ii

I
—

1
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CHAPTER I I

I REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

I Introduction

i The intent of this chapter is to review the previous

I research that is pertinent to this study . It is divided

I into three sections . The f i rs t  section examines one of

the most promising approaches to the effect ive individuali-

I zation of instruction--the study of aptitude-treatment

interactions.

The second section is concerned with the concept of

I cognitive style. This construct is defined as the way

people process information which is a pervasive and stable

I dimension of individual functioning . Although many facets

of cognitive style have been identified , this section will

• deal mainly with the field—dependence-independence (global-

analytic) dimension .

The third section discusses the various types of

learner preparation. Each preinstructional strategy has a

distinctive function and is representative of a different
I theory of learning . The four major strategies (pretests,

behavioral objectives , overviews, and advance organizers)

are analyzed with emphasis on the overview and advance

I
I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - - - - - — - — --- --
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organizer .

Aptitude Treatment Interaction

Educators are becoming increasingly aware of the

need to individualize instruction. Berlinger and Cahen

I (~ 973)~ Cronbach (1967), Cronbach and Snow (1977), Gagne

- (1967), Glasser (1967), Hebein (1978), Merrill (1975),

Snow (1976a , 1977) and other educational researchers indi-

cated that no single instructional strategy will be optimal

for each student. Therefore, “researchers in the field of

- 
instruction are becoming more amenable to the idea of

I aptitude-treatment interactions as opposed to the search

( for the one ‘best ’ method or instructional treatment .”

(Salomori , 1972 , p. 327) • 

-

“An aptitude-treatment interaction exists whenever

the regression of outcome from Treatment A , upon some kind

of information about the person ’ s pretreatment character-

istics, differs in slope from the regression of outcome

from Treatment B on the same information ” (Cronbach & Snow ,

1977 p. 5). Therefore, aptitude-treatment interactions

occur when specific differences in learner traits interact

with the instructional treatment. It is this interaction

which theoretically explains the ability of certain students

~o learn more effectively when using a different type of

instruction.

Some authors substitute “trait-treatment inter-

I
I

_ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  - - -- -~~ - —
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action ” (TTI) or a phrase like it for apt i tude-treatment

interaction. This investigator uses these phrases inter-

changeably. As Cronbach and Snow (1977) stated “the world

will be as well served by any label so long as the research

itself goes forward ” (p. 6).

Very little empirical evidence has been provided to

support the trait-treatment interaction (TTI) concept . In

his review of 90 research stud ies , Bracht (1970) stated

that disordinal interactions were found in only five

studies, and “ordinal or non-significant ” interactions in

all the others.

A statistically sign if icant interaction is ord inal

when the lines which represent the effect of the various

treatment levels across the levels of the personological

variable do not cross. When the interaction is statisti-

Ically signif icant and the lines cross within the range of

the measurement trait the interaction is disord inal .

Brocht’s review is indicative of the disappointing

I~istory of interaction research. This history has caused

many investigators to ask if aptitude—treatment inter-

actions actually exist. Cronbach and Snow (1977) speci-

~ical1y addressed this question and stated:

Aptitude-Treatment interactions exist. To
assert the opposite is to assert that which-
ever educational procedure is best for Johnny
is best for everyone else in Johnny ’s school.
Even the most commonplace adaption of instruc-
tion, such as choosing different books for

• 1
) _______

• , .•, - — • - -
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- more and less capable readers of a given
• • age, rests on an assumption of ATI that it

seems foolish to challenge. (p. 492)

If ATI ’s exist, why were Bracht’s conclusions so

disappointing? Berlinger and Cahen (1973) took exception

I to his conservatism when they stated “We feel that the

technique for detecting disordinal interactions proposed

by Bracht and Glass (1968) is overly conservative and per-

haps unnecessary . It should be noted here that we believe

- 
ordinal as well as disordinal interactions can be used to

I advantage in TTI research” (p. 61). Cronbach and Snow

(1977) also disputed Bracht’s findings. Unlike Bracht,

- they considered ordinal interactions important. They also

took exception to his “unreasonably stringent test for

disordinality ” because it required him to discount some

positive results.

Cronbach and Snow pointed out that in some cases

I Bracht used the abstract of the report instead of the full

I report which may have led him to inappropriate conclusions.

-Also Bracht tended to put studies into his category of

I “ordinal—or-no-interactions” if the abstract was obscure.

These tactics necessarily contributed to the paucity of

I Idisordinal interactions. In fact, in their critique of his

I ~tudy, the authors indicated that “Bracht ’s reasoning was

nurious rather than merely parsimonious” (Cronbach &

I snow , 1977 , p. 496).

I i
I

— 
- •
~ - • — —--

~
• 

• 
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Cronbach and Snow ( 1977) ,  DiVesta ( 1975) ,  Glasser

( 1972) ,  Snow ( l 9 7 6 a) ,  and others have suggested various ex-

I planations for the lack of significance in ATI research.

Some methodological d i f f icu l t i es  included : 1) fa i lure  to

provide for the possibility that traits interact with the

treatments as well as the learner ’s information processing

strategies, 2) lack of control of presentation stimuli ,

I 3) inappropriate statistical analysis, 4 ) inadequate dis-

• similarity in alternative treatments, and 5) that the

• analysis of interaction effects was often an afterthought

instead of an intentional and carefully planned part of the
- experiment .

I Although there is no single design that can prevent

all the d i f f icu l t ies  listed above , Garrison ( 1977) iden-

tified three critical factors required for the detection

of an ATI : 1) at least two d i f fe ren t  treatments with iden-

- tical objectives must be monitored , 2) the criterion van-

I able measure must be identical for alternative treatments,

- 
3) the learner aptitude measure for subjects within alter-

I native treatments must be identical.

Many stud ies designed to f ind aptitude treatment

interactions have ignored these simple precepts which

4 caused their results to be unuseable. Also, it is very

seldom that research not specifically designed to isolate

interactions meets the necessary requirements which thereby

limits the usefulness of, such studies.

I
- •

~
, ,-•

~~~~~~~ — — -
- - -~-~~
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Salomon ( 1972) perceived ATI research as accomplish-

ing two functions : 1) to develop better explanatory prin-

ciples concern ing the na ture of instruction , and 2) to

improve instruction.

The f i r s t  function of ATI research , to develop

better explanatory principles concerning the nature of

instruction , is seen by some (Carroll , 1968; Cronbach ,

1966; Cnonbach & Snow, 1977; DiVesta, 1974) as the more

practical approach in the long run. DiVesta (1974) indi-

cated the need for a “renewed emphasis on basic research ”

- explaining that “an educational psychology of instruction

ought to be applied in the sense of answering questions

- about the nature of human knowledge , the process by which

it is acquired , and how knowledge acquisition can be facili-

- tated through instruction ” (p. 367). Therefore, trait—

treatment interaction research may faci l i ta te  the develop-

-ment of a theory of instruction by discovering the inter-

- action of learning situations and learner characteristics.

The second function , improving instruction , is a

very pragmatic goal; however , it is not an extremely real-

istic one at this time. There are numerous reasons for

this phenomena , the most obvious is that any group of

learners can be divided along numerous , uncorrelated lines.

Consequently a myriad of alternative procedures may be

developed, all of which are effective and some of which are

contradictory . For these and other reasons, Cronbach and

I
_ _ _• - — - --— ~~ - -- - -

~~~- - --  —- —-- -

• • - •~~~~~- -
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Snow (1977) concluded that no aptitude-treatment inter-

actions were suffic iently well confirmed that they could

be used directly as guides to instruction.

Salomon (1972) further formalized three heuristic

models for ATI studies in order to c la r i fy  their functional

relationships to instructional practices. Although the

- three models are complementary , each emphasizes a different

domain of treatments and aptitudes. These models are 1)

remedial , 2) compensatory , and 3) preferential.

The remedial model deals mainly with attempts to

overcome learning deficiencies and is the most commonly

practiced one. In this model the assumption is made that

some cr itical learning capability is deficient or missing

and no learning can be anticipated unless the deficiency

is overcome . Therefore , specific treatments are designed

to assist the learners overcome inadequacies in prerequi-

site learning.

In the second model , the compensatory model , the

treatments are designed to “compensate ” for each indivi-

dual ’s def iciency by providing the necessary structure or

mediators that the learner cannot provide for himself.

Unlike the first model, the deficiencies are not corrected

but their debilitating effects are circumvented .

In the third , preferential model , the instructional

treatments are designed to capitalize on what the student

is capable of doing . This model exploits the available

- ~~~~~~~~-- .-- --~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - -
- -~~~~
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I strong points in the students characteristics. It is pre-

ferential because the treatments are adapted to the

learner ’s preferred style or information—processing

strategy.

I It has been suggested by some (Merrill , 1975;

I Salomon, 1972) that the only practical way to assign stu-

dents to d i f ferent curricula, contents , modalities , and

I rates of presentation is to use computer based instruc-

tion. Merrill (1975) stated :

I What is needed is a dynamic general strategy
enabling learners to select at any moment
the particular tactic that is optimal for

I their unique configurations of aptitudes at
that moment in time. Furthermore , they
must be able to select a new tactic on a

I moment ’ s notice. They must not be required
to anticipate their aptitude configuration
or the tactic needed more than one step

I ahead. They must be able to make the change
I with a minimum of effort. (p. 222)

i Merrill ’s solution was the incorporation of a

learner—controlled computer—assisted instruction system

f - that was developed at Brigham Young University. The sys-

tem was called TICCIT (Two-way Interactive Computer Con-

I trolled Informative Television). Even though the accept- 
-

ance of TICCIT has been somewhat tentative and disap-

pointing, this approach is indicative of the need to

I asce~rtain what aptitudes interact with which treatments,

and the need to appropriately tailor materials for the

I individual based on that knowledge.

The study of aptitude-treatment interactions has

I
- - - ~~~~~ - - - -
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come of age. Future research on instruction will need to

incorporate its implications in theory and in practice,

regardless of how one ultimately adapts instruction . ATI

methods and ideas have a fundamental role to play in edu-

I cational design and evaluation. As this role continues to

unfold , new lines of research will reopen old questions,

as well as to define issues not considered by the tradi-

tional experimental and correlational studies (Cronbach &

- Snow , 1977).

In summary , despite the dearth of empir ical evidence ’

supporting aptitude-treatment interactions, researchers are

becoming more amenable to the concept. The practical

interest stems from the possibility that these interactions

can be used to adapt instruction to fit different learners

optimally because previous attempts at individualizing

instructions have been generally ineffective in eliminating

- individual differences in learning (Snow , 1976b) . Cronbach

- and Snow (1977) have shown that aptitude—treatment inter-

actions do exist, and that any attempt to indiv~~ualize

instruction rests explicitly or implicitly on hypothesized I
ATI. However, since few studies are well understood and

none are yet directly applicable to instructional design,

• more in-depth and systematic research is required for ATI

to reach its full practical potential.

________________ ________- • ‘-—- - —•—-—-
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Cognitive Style

The concept of cognitive style has appeared in the

l i tera ture  since the beginning of this century . Its foun-

dation is in perception theory and became a psychological

construct through Gestalt psychology . An initial problem

for researchers in perception (Rubin, 1915; Wertheimer,
- 1923) was to determine how objects are distinguished from

their surroundings (figure—ground phenomenon). It was

discovered that small areas enclosed in larger areas are

taken as f igure , or object. A repeated pattern is taken

as belonging either to figure or ground but not to both.

Straight lines are attributed to figure as are emotionally— ,

toned shapes. These latter shapes, when present, tend to

make the figure dominant. In addition , the observer ’s

perceptual set and his individual interestc tend to bias
I the situation (Gregory , 1970).

• Koffka (1935) applied four major principles or laws

of perception research to learning which he derived from

the works of Max Wer theimer (l92~ ): 1) the law of simi-

- larity, 2) the law of proximity, 3) the law of closure,

and 4) the law of good continuation.

The f i rs t  law , similarity,  stated that items simi—

lar in form or color , or similar transitions (e.g., alike

in the steps separating them) tend to form groups in per-

ception. The law of proximity stated that perceptual

[ groups are favored according to the nearness of the parts.
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r ‘ The closure law stated tha t closed areas are more stable
I than unclosed ones and therefore more readily form figures

I in perception .

The fourth law , good continua tion , is the one of

most practical concern to this study . This principle

- dealt with perceptual organization and stated that organi-

- zatiori in perception tends to occur in such a manner that

a straight line appears to continue as a straight line, a

par t of a circle appears as a whole , even though many other

kinds of perceptual structuring would be possible. “Clo-

sure and continuation are aspects to articulate organiza-

tion. Organization applies to learning as well as per-

ception ” (Hilgard & Bower, 1966, p. 235).
- 

The Gestalt psychologists were extremely concerned

with the idea of perceptual organization and the innate

style by which individuals organize stimulus patterns into

wholes.

I Allport (1937) first used the term style when des-

cribing consistencies and patterns demonstrated by m di-

I viduals in their daily activities. Since that time,

numerous researchers have used the term cognitive style to
I denote individual differences in modes of cognitive

I functioning . Because of the comprehensive definition of

cognitive style, investigators have delineated numerous

I dimensions. The three major researchers involved in this

area are Gardner , Kagan , and Witkin.

I 
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A major project involving cognitive style was per-

I - formed by Riley Gardner and others at the Menninger

Foundation.  Their work stressed perceptual tasks and were

I based on principles of cognitive organization. Eventually

I they blended the ego functioning aspect of cognitive

organization with Gestalt psychology and identified six

I dimensions of cognitive style. Gardner ’s dimensions were:

1) field articulation , 2) leveling—sharpening, 3) concep—

I tual differentiation , 4) extensiveness of scanning, 5)

I tolerance for unrealistic experiences, and 6) constricted-

f lex ib le  control .

I Gardner (1962) stated that the first dimension ,

field articulation, governs individual differences in the

I abil ity to overcome illusions requiring selective atten-

I tion , or the abili ty to dif ferentiate complex stimulus

fields. The second dimension , leveling—sharpening , is the

1 tendency to perceive a series of gradual ly  changing stimuli

as the same . Conceptual d i f fe ren t ia t ion  measures an

I individual ’s ability to d i f f e r en t i a t e  categories of similar~

I objects. Extensiveness of scanning is concerned with the

amount the individual shifts attention when attempting to

I assess a stimulus. Tolerance for unrealistic experiences

accounts for a common factor measured in tests involving

I the illusion of apparent movement (field-ground reversal)

and mode of approach to Rorechach inkblots. The final

1~
- i
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dimension , constructed-flexible control, is concerned with

subjects abili ty to overcome interfering stimuli such as

the word blue written in green .

- 
Kagan ’s Interpretation of Cognitive Style

I A second area of research intended to delineate the

dimensions of cognitive style is represented by the work

of Kagan , Moss and Segi). (1963). Unlike Gardner , Kagan

I and his associates stressed conceptual activities rather

than perceptual tasks. They described three basic cate-

gories of cognitive style: 1) descriptive-analytic, 2 )

- - relational—contextual , and 3) inferential—categorical.

The descriptive-analytic dimension identifies those

individuals who prefer to spli t their environmental stimuli

into parts and respond to them as separate entities. The

I relational—contextual dimension is illustrated by a pre-

ference for characterizing objects on the basis of func-

tional or thematic relationships which may ex ist among the

1 objects. The inferential—categorical dimension is exempli-

fied by an individual who categorizes the object on the

basis of inferences made about the stimuli that he groups

- together (Coop & Siegel , 1971; Kagan et al., 1963).
I Kagan et al. (1963) not only determined that cogni-

tive style is a rather pervasive and stable individual

preference for dealing with environmental stimuli , but also

I isolated consistent patterns of psychological functioning

in other areas that are related to the individual ’s

I I
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cognitive style. Descriptive-analytic subjects appear to

attend to more fac tual detail during concept acquisition

and tend to score higher on performance tests than on

verbal tests (Kagan , Rosman , Day,  Albert , and Phill ips,

1964) .

Witkin ’ s Interpretation of Cognitive Style

The third major investigation of cognitive style and

the one which seems to have the clearest implication for

- educational issues is the work of Herma n Witkin and his

colleagues (Witkin , Dyk, Faterson , Gooderiough , & Karp ,
- 1962; Witkin et a l . ,  1977a) .

Originally Witkin and his associates were concerned

‘ with the perceptual problem of maintaining a correct verti-

cal orientation. They discovered that  individuals vary

I - considerably, especially in extreme cases , in their ability

to ignore conflicting visual cues when attempting to per-

• ceive the upright or vertical (Witkin & Asch , 1948).

On the basis of evidence obtained in an extensive

series of figure—ground related studies, Witkin and his

I colleagues hypothesized a general cognitive style by which

r performance in many perceptual and intellectual situations

might be characterized . They identified this style as the

I ability to separate figure from ground when conflicting

cues are present in the perceptual field . Those who were

I unable to overcome the conflicting context were designated

field-dependent individuals, those who mastered the task

H 
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were designated field-independent (Karp, 1963) .

I Witkin postulated that the field—dependent—independ-

I ent cognitive styles were process variables rather than

content variables. They are concerned with the form rather

I than the content of cognitive activity. They refer to

I individual d i f ferences  in perception , thinking , problem

solving , etc. Cognitive styles are also pervasive dimen—

I sions of individual functioning. They cut across the

boundaries traditionally used in compartmentalizing the
- human psyche and therefore have important implications for

the educational setting. Another characteristic of cog—

- nitive styles is that they are stable over time. They are

also bipolar and value neutral. Each pole has adaptive

value under specified circumstances , and so may be judged

positively in relation to those circumstances. (Witkin

et a l . ,  1962; Witkin et a l . ,  1977a; Witkin , Moore , Oltman ,

Goodenough , Friedman , Owen & Rask in , 1977b.)

I Field-dependent individuals tend to perceive a

stimulus globally or holistically and are strongly inf lu-

I enced by the organization already present in the “field.”

Field-independent individuals tend to perceive a stimulus

I analytically, experience items as discrete from their

I background, and are able to restructure already structured

field and organize an unstructured field (Witkins et al.,

1 1962). “The ‘global vs. analytic mode of field approach ’

thus becomes a designation for a cognitive style which

I
______ - • .— . - - - _ _ _
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expresses itself in both perceptual and intellectual func-

tioning ” (Faterson , 1962 , p. 183) .

Field-Dependent-Independent Styles

The global-analytic dimension of cognitive style

was selected for this study because the Witkiri construct

requires that the subjects exhibit a particular type of

ability which is highly perceptual in nature (Coop & Siegel,

1971). This construct requires shif t ing between the per-

ceptual and cognitive domains but is undoubtedly the most

perceptually-oriented dimension of those that have been

discussed . Also , it is more ind icative of an individual ’s

ability to perform a specific operation than his pre-

ference for the selection of a particular response from

his repertoire of useable responses.

A factor analysis provides a common denominator

under lying individual d i f ferences  in performance on figure—

ground related tasks which ind icates the extent to which

the person perceives part of a field as discrete from the

surround ing field as a whole, rather than embedded in the

field. It also indicates the extent the organization of

the prevailing field determines perception of its com-

ponents (Bergman & Engelbrektson , 1973 ; Fine & Danforth,

[ 1975; Vernon, 1972). Since one extreme of the performance I
range is dominated by the prevailing field, that mode is

( designated “field-dependent.” Since the individual at

[
the other extreme experiences items as separate from the

I
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surrounding field that mode is designated “field-independ-

ent ” (Witkin et a l . ,  1962; Witkin et a l . ,  1977a) .

A synthesis of the research provides a deliniation

of the attributes of global and analytic individuals.

Field-dependent persons:

1. Tend to adhere to the organization of the field

as given.

2. Are likely to rely on external referents as guides

in information processing .

3. Favor interpersonal domains which are primarily

- social in content, require interpersonal relations for

their conduct, and do not require cognitive restructuring

skills.

4. Are better able to learn socially relevant material.

5. Tend to assume a passive or spectator role in

learning .

6. Are much more affected by negative reinforcement .

7. Are inclined to be influenced by authority and

the opinions of others.

8. Are likely to have lower performance expectations.

9. Favor interactive teaching methods.

10. Tend to be more considerate managers.

11. Are inclined to assume a more stereotyped role.

12. Pavor nonspecific defenses, such as repression .

These persons tend to prefer professions such as

nursing, social work , and elementary education.

r
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i Field—independent individuals:

1. Are likely to overcome the organization of the

I field , or restructure it, when presented with a field

having a dominant organization.

I 2. Tend to give greater credit to internal referents.

I 3. Favor domains which emphasize cognitive restruc-

turing skills, are primarily abstract and nonsocial in

I content.

4. Prefer to learn general principles rather than

specific information.

5. Assume a more active or participant learning role.

- 6. Learn more effectively when the motivation is

intrinsic .

- 
7. Are inclined to attend to nonsalient attributes in

I concept learning tasks.
• 8. Favor expository teaching methods.

• 9. Are inclined to be less considerate managers.

[ - 10. Are likely to use specialized defenses such as

intellectualization.

- 11. Tend to be independent .

1 12. Tend to be articulate when describing themselves

I and their experiences.

I These individuals tend to prefer professions such

as: mathematics, engineering, and experimental psychology

I (Ferrell, 1971; Fitz , 1971; DiStefano , 1970; Goodenough,

1976; Karp, 1963 ; Schimek , 1968; Rosenberg, Mintz, & Clark ,

I
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1977; Weissenberg & Gruenfeld , 1966; Witkin et al., 1962;

Witkin et a].., 1977a; Witkin et a].., l977b).

Schimek ( 1968) stated that any approach to the

study of cognitive style requires the assumption that
- individual differences in style have long range stabil ity.

Witkin et al., (1967) used a battery of tests of

field-dependence-independence to ascertain the extent of

differentation in perceptual functioning of subjects. They

determined that there was a progressive increase in ana-

lytic performance up to age 17, with no further change

until late in l ife, at which point the individual becomes

- progressively more global. However, at each age, each

- 
subject maintained the same position relative to his peers

even though the entire group became more field-independent.’

I Faterson and Witkin (1970 , Holtzman (1965) , Kagan

et al. (1963), Kagari et al. (1964), Witkin et al. (1977a)

j and others point out that cognitive styles are stable

individual d ifferences in mode of perceptual organization

I and conceptual categorization of the external environment .

Educational Implications of Cognitive Style

Goodenough (1976 ), and Witkin et al. (1977a) stated

l that analytic and global individuals do not seem to be

appreciably different in learning or memory abilities, but

I do seem to employ different learning strategies and tend

to be better at learning various types of material.

1 The initial difference is the individual ’s ability

I to structure material. The analytic person is likely to

I
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analyze a field when the field is organized and to impose

structure on a f ield when it lacks inherent organization.

In con trast, the person who perceives globally is likely

to take the organization of the field in perceptual tasks

as given. Therefore , the field-independent person is
• likely to perform better in a situation which requires the

individual to provide the organization necessary to learn

the material . On the other hand , when the material is

presented in an organized form , such that structuring is

not required , analytic and global types perform equally

well (Goodenough , 1976; Grieve & Davis , 1971; Koran , Snow ,

& McDonald , 1971; Renzi , 1974; Schwen , 1970; Witkin et al . ,

1962; Witkin et a].., l977a).

Another dif ference between analytic and global

individuals is their use of mediators. Field-independent

persons are more likely to use mediators , of their own

design , when dealing wi th a learning task. The field—

dependent person is more likely to rely on the character-

istics of the learning task itself. The evidence suggests

that global individuals use a passive approach to learning

‘arid concept attainment whereas the analytic individual uses

a more active, hypothesis testing , approach. Field—depend—

ent students require explicit instructions in problem

solving strategies or a more exact definition of perform-

I ance outcomes than analytic persons , who tend to perform

)etter when allowed to develop their own strategies (Bruner,

I
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Goodnow , & Austin , 1956; Greer & Blank , 1977; Grippin ,

1972; Nebelkopf & Dryer , 1973; Nelson , 1972; Witkin et al.,

1977a)

It has also been noted that global subjects are

dominated by the salient, most obvious, attribute of the

stimulus , which tends to provide a figural quality against

the ground provided by the remaining aspects of the stimu-

lus configuration. Global subjects are also inclined to

ignore nonsalient cues when constructing hypotheses in

problem solving and concept attainment. In contrast,

analytic subjects restructure the field to meet the re-

quirements of the task. Therefore, the per formance of the

I field—dependent individuals is impaired if the salient cues

are irrelevant to the concept definition. However , per-

formance is more rapid if the cues are relevant. Field—

independent persons are better at concept attainment

because they are able to sample more fully from the sets

of cues available (Dickstein, 1968; Goodenough, 1976;

• Kirchenbauzn , 1968; Ruble & Nakamura , 1972; Witkjn et al.,

1977a) .

Another educational consideration is the ef fec t  of

interference on individuals with d i f fe r ing  cognitive

styles. Analytic people tend to be less susceptible to

interference effects because of their more active partici-

pation in organizing the material. Since interference is

an important cause of forgetting , analytic individuals

I
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seem to be better learners in general (Gollin & Baron,

1954; Goodenough , 1976; Witkin et al., 1962; Witkin et al.,

1977a)

The ef fect of di f ferent types of reinforcement is

another way in which an individual ’ s cognitive style

influences learning . Global learners tend to require

I externally defined goals and reinforcements whereas aria-
il ytic learners tend to have self—defined goals and rein-

forcements; therefore , field-independent individuals per-

form better than field-dependent individuals under con-

ditions of intrinsic motivation. However, this d ifference

disappears when extrinsic rewards are introduced regardless

of the nature of the rewards. The global person is also

inclined to be more af fected by criticism than the analytic

person (Ferrell , 1971; Fitz, 1971; Goodenough, 1976;

Konstadt & Forman, 1965; Randolph , 1971; Steinfeld , 1973;

Witkin et al., l977a).

Numerous researchers (Coop & Brown, 1970; DiStefano ,

1970; Grieve & Davis, 1971; Witkin et a].., 1962; Witkin et

al., 1977a) have studied the concept of student—teacher

interaction. Although the results are somewhat conflicting ,

~he evidence suggests that the cognitive style match—mis-

iatch is an important factor in learning .

In summary, it appears quite evident that the

individuals at the extremes of the analytic global di-

xnension of cognitive style favor different learning

i i
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approaches. Analytic individuals learn or remember better

under conditions such as intrinsic motivation , or discrim-

ination learning when nonsa].ient cues are relevant; whereas

global individuals are superior under conditions such as

negative reinforcement or learning socially relevant

information. It can also be concluded from the research

that field-dependence-independence is more related to how

the learning or memory process occurs than how efficient

I the process is (Goodenough, 1976; Witkin et a].., l977a).

Learner Preparation

The most pervasive information resource available

to educators is printed material . Therefore, a major con-

cern of instructional developers is the effective design

of these materials in order to maximize learning . Hartley

and Davies ( 1976) noted that

The sequencing and arrangement of subj ect
material appears to influence not only what
student s learn , but also their attitudes towards
the usefulness and importance of what has to be
achieved . For this reason, any procedure which
makes this arrangement or organization more
obvious and striking is likely to facilitate
the learning of meaningful material. Nowhere
is this more important than in the preliminary• I phases of teaching and instruction. (p. 238)

An introduction provides the student with a preview
• 

of the salient concepts or with a perceptual structure for

organizing the new material (AFM 50—9, 1967; Ausubel, 1963;

Ausubel & Robinson, 1969; Christensen & Stordahl, 1955; -

I 
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Prothero, 1973; Hartley & Davies, 1976) .

The most common preinstructional strategies are :

1) pretests , 2) behavioral objectives, 3) overviews, and

4 )  advance organizers . Each of these strategies help to

prepare the learner for the instruction that is to follow . I

However , there are essential differences between them:

they are distinctive in appearance and role , their psycho-

I logical foundations rest in different learning theories ,

and they are indicative of the sundry assumptions of

educational researchers.

Pretests are unique because they are well founded

in test theory. For this reason, they have a stronger

statistical and theoretical base than the other types of

learner preparation. A pretest is defined as a set of

questions that are d irectly relevant to the skill or

knowledge to be acquired which is given prior to instruc-

tion . Pressey ( 1926) determined that tests are a valid
- instructional instrument. Therefore, a pretest can aid

the student by alerting him to salient or unfami l iar  infor-
1

mation , it can provide him an opportunity to ascertain the

relevancy of the material, and it can serve as a catego-

rization of the learning task so that some generalization

is possible (Campbell & Stanley, 1966 ; Frase, 1970;

Rothkopf , 1970; Hartley & DavieS, 1976).

A second preinstructional strategy (one which is

somewhat more relevant to this study) is the use of

___ 
__ I
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1 behavioral objectives. Hager ( 1962) stated than an objec-

tive should ident i fy  the acceptable behavior required to

show that the objective has been met, define the important

conditions under which the behavior is to occur , and
- specify the acceptable criterion to which the student must

perform.

It is suggested by some (Duchastel & Merrill , 1973;

I - Hartley & Davies , 1976; Prothero , 1973; Rothkopf , 1970;

Rothkopf & Kaplan , 1972) that behavioral objectives pro-

vide the student with a goal that can be used to eff  i-

- ciently organize learning activities, indicate which con-

cepts are important and which are irrelevant, and they

I - give him a way to objectively evaluate his own performance.

I The overview is the most common form of learner pre-

• paration and is the most intuitively attractive. Al though

I little emperical research has been done to ascertain the

actual effec tiveness of the overview , it is still the most

ubiquitious preinstructional strategy.

Hartley and Davies (1976) postulated that “over-

- views serve to introduce students to new material by

famil iar izing them with the central argument . They may

also emphasize key concepts, principles, and technical

- terms , as well as prepare students for the general struc-

ture or gestalt of the material to be mastered. For this

I reason, overviews may be particularly powerful in estab-

lishing a learning set” (p. 244).

I-
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Most educators believe that an overview or some

type of preview of the main ideas in a printed passage will

I have a beneficial effec t on comprehension. This concept is

often expressed in terms of the “whole—part—whole ” method

I of learning which states that indivi duals will learn more

I efficiently if they get a clear picture of the structure

of the material prior to learning the details (Christensen

I & Stordahl , 1955).

Overviews are designed to be written at the same

level of generality, abstraction, and inclusiveness as the

r learning passage. Their vocabulary and sentence structure

are simple, direct and to the point. Their effectiveness

is considered to be a result of the repetition they pro-

vide as well as their emphasis on the salient points

I (Ausubel, 1963; Ausubel & Robinson , 1969).

Although the overview has long been accepted by

educators as an e f fective learning aid , very little rig-

orous research has been performed to support its use. The

majori ty  of the studies in this area have been carried out

in the context of research on the utilization of film. An
I analysis of this research indicated that in the majority

• I of cases , overviews had a positive effect upon learning

I - 
and retention. In those studies where the overview had no

significant effect , they did not hinder learning. Also ,

I it appeared that overviews were most effective when factual

information was presented to lower-ability students, or 
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when concepts and principles were going to be presented to

students of higher ability (Christensen & Stordahi , 1955;

Earle , 1970; Hartley & Davies, 1976; May & Lumsdaine , 1958;

Reynol ds, 1966; Roserishine & Furst , 1971; Weiss & Fine ,

- 
1956).

Some instructional designers (AF?4 50-9, 1967) pro-

posed a combination of the ~ver~- 9w  and behavioral objec-

I tives to provide the most effective introductory sequence .

They indicated that the introduction should contain “a

I clear , concise presentation of the objective an d the key

ideas ” (p. 81). Since this approach prepares the student

to attend to the important information and informs him of

I what is expected of him, it appears to provide a combi-

nation of the best aspects of both strategies.

I The fourth type of preinstructional strategy is the

- advance organizer . Numerous stud ies have been performed
- to ascer tain the effec tiveness of this type of learner

prepara tion (Ausubel , 1960; Ausubel & Fitzgerald , 1961,

1962; Ausubel & Youssef , 196 3; Berton , Clasen, & Laxnbert,

1972; Clawson & Barnes, 1973 ; Coyle, in press; Kalt &

Barrett, 1973; Lawton, 1977 ; Munford, 1972; Scandura &

• Wells , 1967; Weisberg, 1970). However, the results of

I - these studies are somewhat conflicting .

Ausubel ’s subsumption theory is the basis for the

I advance organizer . This theory takes into account the

existing hierarchical organization of meaningful infor— t

• 
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mation in the cognitive structure, the incorporation of

new information within that structure, and the tendency

for the new material to be reduced to a least common demon—

inator of relevant established meanings (Ausubel , 1962).

Ausubel’ s model of cognitive organization, for
i learning new , meaningful materials , assumes the existence

of a hierarchically organized cognitive structure in which

• highly general and inclusive concepts are subsumers for

- 
less inclusive subconcepts under which are subsumed spe-

cific informational data. Therefore , meanin gful  reception

learning occurs as potentially meanin gfu l  material enters

the cognitive field and is subsumed under the appropriate

I and more inclusive conceptual system. The ex isting cog-

nitive structure then becomes the major fac tor aff ecting

meaningful learning and retention (Ausubel , 1962; Ausubel

I 
& Robinson , 1969)

The initial e f fects of subsumption appear to be a

facilitation of both learning and retention. Also , the

subsumption of the new information by an established

ideational system provides anchorage for the new material

and thus constitutes an e f f ic ient, orderly, and stable

way of retaining it for future availability. Therefore,

the existing cognitive structure , which is the individual ’s

organization stability and clarity of knowledge in a par-

ticular subject—matter field , is regarded as a major factot

influencing the learning and retention of meaningful new



material . For this reason, efficient learning and func-

tional retention of ideas and information are extremely

dependent upon the adequacy of the individual’s cognitive

structure (Ausubel , 1963).

A major variable which affec ts the incorporability

of new , meaningful material is the avail abili ty of rele-

vant subsuming concepts at an appropriate level of inclu-

siveness in the cognitive structure in order to provide

optimal anchorage. The more unfamil iar the learning task

the more inclusive and highly generalized the subsuming

concepts must be in order to be e f fective (Ausubel , 1963).

Ausubel postulated that for learning in areas where

the existing cognitive structure may not contain available

subsuxners , advance organizers could facilitate learning. 
-

They would associate the new material with the appropriate ,

more inclusive concept and provide anchorage or a sub-

sumption base for subsequent instruction (Ausubel , 1963;

Novak , Ring & Tamir , 1971).

Ausubel (1965) stated that “the advantage of delib—

erately constructing a special organizer for each new unit

of material is that only in this way can the learner enjoy

the advantages of a subsuxner which both (a) gives him a

general overview of the more detailed material in advance

of his actual confrontation with it, and (b) ~lso provides

organizing elements that are inclusive of and take into

account most relevantly and efficiently the particular

• - “-.~~~ - • •~ ~~
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content contained in this material ” (p. 111).

The preceding paragraphs indicate that advance

organizers are more complex than the other types of learner

preparation and serve a different function. These organ-

izers are introduced prior to the learning material itself

and are presented at a higher level of abstraction , gener-

ality, and inclusiveness. They are intended to provide a

I conceptual framework that students can use to clarif y the

task ahead . They are process-oriented and emphasize con-

text, whereas the other strategies are intended to alert

or prepare the student. The ultimate goal of an advance

organizer is to aid the learner fit new meaningful material

into his or her existing cognitive structure (Ausubel,

1963)

Hartley and Davies (1976) indicated that the major

problem is the design and writing of advance organizers.

“There is, at present, no procedure publicly agreed upon

- for writing advance organizers , no operationally def ined

- steps for generating them (p. 2 4 5 ) .

Numerous research stud ies using advance organizers

have been performed since Ausubel conducted the first study

in 1960 , and the results are confusing and inconclusive.

Allen (1970), Anderson (1973), Andrews (1971, 1972),

Ausubel (1960), Ausubel and Fitzgerald (1961, 1962), Ausube~
and Yousséf (1963), Baylis (1975), Kalt and Barrett (1973),

Kuhn and Novak (1971), Lawton (1977), Merrill and Stolurow

••.~~ -, ~
_ _ - - • ~ - 
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(1966), Ring and Novak (1971), Scandura and Wells (1967),

Schnell (1972), Thelen (1971), and Weisberg (1970) among

others have found that advance organizers facilitated

learning .

Conversely, Andreozzi (1975), Atwood (1976), Berton

et a].. (1972), Christensen and Stordahl (1955), Clawson

and Barnes (1973), Graber , Means , and Johnsten (1972),

Parisi (1976), Pella and Triezenberg (1969), Proger , Taylor,

Mann , Coulson, and Bayuk (1970), and Schulz (1966) and

others have found that advance organizers did not signif i-

• cantly facilitate learning or retention.

Because of the strong theoretical base of the

advance organizer , these conflicting results are quite dis— ,

appointing. Apparently what is needed to obtain more prag-

matic results is a clear operational definition of the

concept.

In summary , each type of learner preparation is dis-

I tinctive in function and form. The pretests alert, behav-

- ioral objectives inform, overviews prepare , and advance

organizers clarify . Each, in its own way , gives direction

to learning through its introductory or anticipatory role,

providing an overall learning set or psychological expec-

tation for what is to follow (Hartley & Davies, 1976).

• _• --•• -_  ----_ _•



I CHAPTER III

I METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN

1 I 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the

interactive effects of the global-analytic dimension of

I cognitive style and two di fferent preinstructional strat-

- egies on criterion test scores.

The research design employed in this study was the

I - 
~

• 

Posttest-only Control Group Design (Campbell & Stanley ,

1966 , p. 25) .

I Experimental Variables

The stud y measured the interaction of the independ-

1 ent variables cognitive style and learner preparation .

I Cognitive Style

Cognitive style has been defined as the way people

( 
, 
process information and it is a pervasive and stable dimen-

sion of individual functioning. The field-dependent—inde-

I pendent (global-analytic) dimension of cognitive style was

I used for this study and was measured by the Group Embedded

Figures Test (Witkin , Oltman, Raskin , & Karp, 1971).

I - The Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT) identifies

individuals along a continuum ranging from global at one

I end to analytic at the other. The global person is one

who tends to rely on external sources for structure and
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information . Whereas the analytic individual experiences

himself as separate and distinct from others and one who

tends to rely on internal cues for processing information.

Learner Preparation

This study utilized two preinstructional strategies

as the second independent variable: 1) an overview , which

was a clear , conc ise presentation of the behavioral objec-

tives and the key concepts covered in the lesson; and 2)

an advance organizer , which was introductory material

written at a higher level of abstractness, generality , and

inclusiveness than the lesson material.

Experimental Materials

The experimental treatments consisted of a learning

passage of approximately 2750 words and an introductory

passage of approximately 500 words (Appendix A). Three

different introductions were used . The first was an over-

• view, the second was an advance organizer , and the third

was historical information .

The overview was a preview of the key ideas con-

tam ed in the learning passage. It also included a list

of four general behavioral objectives. The advance organ-

izer supplied background material for the learning passage

and was presented at a higher level of abstraction, gen-

erality, and inclusiveness than the learning passage

itself. The historical introduction consisted of material

. - •
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of an historical nature . It was not intended to provide

any conceptual materials that could serve as an ideational

framework for organizing the concepts and facts presented

in the learning passage.

The advance organizer and the historical passages

were exactly the same as those used by Ausubel (1960) and

Munford (1972) to insure that the advance organizer ful-

filled Ausubel ’s defini t ion.  The overview was designed

by the investigator to fulfill the requirements of Air

Force Manual 50—9 (1967).

The learning passage , on plain carbon steel , coy-

ered the same concepts and information as the Ausubel

(1960) and Munford (1972) materials. However , the read-

abili ty of the passage was made less difficult to insure

that readability was not an intervening variable. The

original materials were determined to be at the 16th grade

level using the Dale and Chall (1948) measure. The re-

vised materials were determined to be at approximately the

11th grade level using the same measure. This measure of

readabili ty was used because it was determined to be the

most accurate by Kiare (1974).

The Assessment Instruments

The independent variable, cognitive style, was

measured by the Group Embedded Figures Test. The manual

for the GEFT (Within et al., 1971) indicated that the test

I

_ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ _ _  - ---~~~- - - - —- - -  •



has a reliabili ty estimate , using the Spearman Brown proph-

ecy formula , of .82 for both males and females.

The measure of cognitive learning , dependent van-

able , was a 35 question multiple choice posttest (Appendix

B). The posttest was created by using the 35 most dis-

criminating and representative questions from the original

42 question pool used by Ausubel (1960) and Munford (1972).

The reliability estimate for the revised posttest was .81 ,

using the Kuder-Richardson formula 21.

Sample Population

The population selected for this experiment was from

the University of Southern California. A total of 110 sub-

jects were administed the Group Embedded Figures Test. The

subjects were obtained from four different sources. One

class of 20 graduate students enrolled in an initial

Instructional Technology class was used. Another 25 sub-

jects were seniors in the school of Education enrolled in

an Instructional Technology class. The remaining subjects

- were undergraduate students enrolled in the junior and

senior classes of the Air Force Reserve Officer Training

Corps (ROTC). The two junior classes accounted for 28 sub-

jects and the three senior classes accounted for the

remaining 37 subjects.

All of the graduate students returned for the treat-

ment and none had studied the material before so all 20

F
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subjects were included in the study. None of the seniors

in the education class had studied the material before ,

but four were unable to return for the treatment so 21

subjects were included in the study. The junior ROTC

classes provided 19 subjects for the final study because

five had studied simil ar material before , and four did not

return for the treatment. The senior ROTC classes pro-

- 
vided 21 subjects for the study because 13 had previously

studied similar materials, and three students were unable

to return for the treatment. Therefore, the results from

I 
a total of 81 students were utilized in this study .

Conduct of the Experiment

One week prior to the actual treatment, the GEFT

was administered to all subjects. Instructions, as given

in the manual , were presented orally by the investigator;

time was alloted for questions.

The subjects were then stratified according to

cognitive style, by class , and randomly assigned to treat-

ment groups. One week after taking the GEFT the subjects

were given the treatment. They were given the appropriate

introductory passage along with the learning passage. Oral

instructions were presented by the investigator which

directed the subjects to read both passages as if they were

preparing for an examination. The subjects were given 30

minutes to complete the reading assignment.
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Immediately upon completion of the reading period ,

the subjects were given a 35 item posttest. Since it was

- a power test, there was no time limit. The test was hand-

scored by the experimenter ; one point was given for a

• correct answer and zero points for an incorrect one.

Statistical Analysis

Any significant influence of the independent van -

• ables (cognitive style and learner preparation) on the

dependent variable (posttest scores), and any significant
- interaction between cognitive style and preinstructional

strategies was to be detected by means of a regression

I analysis.

Cronbach and Snow (1977) stated that in ATI re-
I search , “regression analysis is always the method of

choice. Past studies have often relied on analysis of ‘

variance and have clouded their results in so doing. Even

I in the extreme-groups design to which it is logically

appropriate, P~NOVA has no advantage ” (p. 515).

I The regression analysis was performed using the

I Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) program

H, version 7. An IBM 370 computer was used for processing

I - the data.

I-
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

This chapter presents a summary of the raw score

data, and the results of the regression analysis.

The range, mean and standard deviation of the post-

test and GEFT scores are listed by treatment in Table 1.

The results of the regression analysis are listed in

Table 2. Since the order of entry of variables into the

regression equation is very important in determining the

amount of variance that each variable accounts for , Table 2

shows the results obtained by entering each variable into

the regression equation in the f i rst, second, and third

position. The findings indicate that there was no signifi-

cant interaction between cognitive style and learner pre-

paration. The findings also indicate that neither pre-

L instructional strategy significantly improved learning.

Cognitive style, however , did account for a significant

(p< .00l) amount of the varIance in posttest scores. Due to

a lack of significance relative to the hypotheses, no

further statistical analysis was performed.

r 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

_ _ _ _ _ _  
____________ 
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Hypotheses

Null Hypothesis 1

There will be no significant difference in mean
posttest scores between analytic and global
individuals receiving the advance organi;er
introduction.

Since analytic and global i viduals performed

equally well using the adva~~ organizer , the null hypoth-

esis was accepted. 
.

Null Hypothesis 2

There will be no significant difference in mean
posttest scores between analytic and global
individuals receiving the introductory passage
containing the overview .

The data analysis showed no evidence of an inter-

action between cognitive style and learner preparation

(overview); therefore the null hypothesis was accepted .

Null ~ypothesis 3

There will be no significant difference in
mean posttest scores between individuals
receiving either the advance organizer or
overview and those in the control group
regardless of cognitive style.

• The analysis of the data ind icated that there was

I.. no significant difference between treatment and control

groups; therefore the null hypothesis was accepted.

Discussion

This study clearly indicated that the use of pre—

instructional strategies did not facilitate learning nor

was there any significant interaction between cognitive

style and learner preparation. Of course, one can only

I
- _-- —- - - - -- - - ----- --
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TABLE 1

Range , Means , and Standard Deviations on the Posttest
and Cognitive Style Test for Each Treatment Group

Treatment Posttest Cognitive Style

N Range Mean S.D. Range Mean S.D.

I Advance Organizer 27 6— 27 16.82 5.9 0—18 13.07 5.2

Overview 27 5—32 17.04 7.3 3—18 13.33 5.1

- 
Control 27 7—29 16.78 6.2 1—18 12.85 4.5

Total 81 5—32 16.88 6.4 0—18 13.08 4.9

I
F 

-

I

1 1
I

I
1

•

- - - - • - - - — -
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I generalize to the specific population studied and the

kinds of materials used .

U Numerous plausable explanations may account for the 
I

i results ;
I 1. Since the population consisted of college students -

I - 
it is reasonable to assume that they are capable of corn-

I pensating for any learning deficiencies caused by their

I specific cognitive style (Coop & Sigel , 1971).

I I 2. The introductory passages may have been ineffective

as initial structuring agents because the learning passage

I was sufficiently structured .

3. Since the subjects were allowed only a single ex-

I posure to the preparatory passage , it is possible that

they were unable to effectively utilize the various pre-

I instructional strategies because they were not sufficiently

1 famil iar  with their use.

4.  Cronbach and Snow (1977) suggested that any apti-

I I 
tude-treatinent interaction study should have at leat 100

subjects per cell; therefore, the findings may have been

I nonsignificant because of the population size.

I 5. Because of early experiences with introductions

that did not facilitate learning, the subjects may not

I have paid sufficient attention to the overview and advance

organizer for them to be useful.

U It is notable, however, that cognitive style ac-

I counted for a significant (p< .OO1) amount of the variance

I I 
_ _ _ _ _ _  _ _  

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
-- • - • ~~~~- .  •
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in performance on the posttest. The use of scientific

subject matter may have accounted for this result. Also,

the analytic person may be better at structuring .and inter-,

nalizing new information than the global person. There-
1 fore , it would seem that cognitive style is an effective

I 
predictor of performance for individuals studying scien-

tific materials.

Summary

A regression analysis was performed and no signifi-
1 cant interaction between cognitive style and learner pre-

I I 
paration was discovered. Nor was either the advance

organizer of the overview found to significantly facilitate

I learning. However , cognitive style accounted for a signif-

icant (p < .00 l)  amount of the variance on the criterion

I test.

I

I I

I
I
I

~~~~ 
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I CHAPTER V

I SUMMARY

Purpose

The purpose of this study was to determine if an

interaction between the field-dependence-independence

dimension of cognitive style and learner preparation

existed. The two preinstructional strategies utilized were

- - 
the advance organizer , as defined by Ausubel , and the over-

I 
- view. The study also attempted to ascertain if these pre—

I instructional strategies (overview and advance organizer)
- were more effective than a placebo introduction.

I Procedures

One week prior to the presentation of the actual

I treatment, the Group Embedded Figures Tes t was administered

I to 81 subjects . Subjects were strat if ied by cognitive

style and randomly assigned to treatment groups. The

I treatments consisted of an introductory passage which con-

tam ed either an advance organizer , an overview , or his-

I torical information, the control group, and a learning

I passage. Immediately after reading the material, which

discussed plain carbon steel , the subjects were given a

35 question posttest. The posttest-only control group

experimental design was used. The interactive effects of 

- - _- - -  . • --•- -
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cognitive style and learner preparation and the effects of

learner preparation were ascertained using a regression

analysis.

Results and Conclusions

The results of the study indicated that the use of

preinstructional strategies did not signif icantly a f fect
- 

the cognitive learning of college students; and no inter-

active effec ts of cognitive style and learner preparation
- were found. Therefore it was concluded that the experi-

mental treatments were no more effective than the control,

I and that cognitive style had no effect upon treatment.

However , it was determined that cognitive style accounted

I for a significant (p< .OOl )amount of the variance in per-

formance on the posttest. Although the significant effect

I of cognitive style was not hypothesized, it is an important

I finding which should be considered when planning future

research.

I Recommendations

The following recommendations for future research -

were made, based on the results of this study:

I 3~ Provide a better operational definition of advance

organizers before any further research is initiated which

I includes their use.

2. Investigate the interactive effects of cognitive

I style and subject matter, such as social versus scientific

subjects.

I ~~~~

--•- 

•
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1 3. Determine if individuals with identified cognitive

styles perform better on questions which test specific

I facts  or questions which require synthesis.

I 
4. Ascertain if an overview or any other specific

preinstructional strategy is more effective in preparing

I students to learn specific facts or general concepts.

5. Replicate this study utilizin g a different subject

I matter.

I 
6. Replicate this study on different populations.

7. Expand the study to include retention tests.

I 8. Investigate the difference in the effect  of over-

views with and without behavioral objectives.

I
I
I
I
I
I -

I
I

•

1 

• 
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OBJECTIVES :

1 1. The student will be able to list the properties of

I
an alloy .

2. The student will be able to describe the various

I internal structures of steel as they relate to its carbon

content .

I 3. The student will be able to describe the internal

I 
changes that occur to steel as temperature increases.

4. The student will be able to state the differences

I - between carbon steel which is rapidly cooled and that

which is slowly cooled .

INTRODUCT ION

We deal with many different metals every day. Some

I are “pure ” metals like gold or tin , and others are alloys

like bronze. An alloy is obtained by combining two or more

I elements where at least one of them is a metal . Perhaps

the most common alloy is steel.

I Steel is an alloy of iron and carbon . Actually, it

I - is a compound of iron and iron carbide (an iron carbon

compound). It may also contain one or more elements to

I increase strength etc. However, the most interesting

- aspect of steel is that its internal structure is modified

I by temperature and the amount of carbon present.

The amount of carbon steel contains is a very iiflpor—

I
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tant factor in determining its internal structure . When

steel contains .8% carbon, there is enough carbide avail-

able to saturate all of the iron grains. If any less car-

I bon is present then some grains of iron are not saturated .

If more than .8% carbon is present , the excess carbide

I forms a shell—like layer around the iron grains . This

extra layer makes the steel more wear resistant.

I The properties of steel also vary with its temper-

i 
ature. At normal temperatures , the grains of iron and iron.

carbide are fixed in position . As heat is applied , many

I 
-
- internal changes take place while the steel is still in a

solid state. Generally these changes take place at defi—

I nite temperatures known as cr i t ica l  temperatures. The

I lower critical temperature of steel is that temperature at

which the iron carbide starts going into solution . The

I upper critical temperature represents the point at which

all carbide present is in solution.

I Not only is the temperature important but the rate

‘ 
of cooling is also important. If steel is cooled slowly

then it is relatively soft and tough . If it is cooled
• 

rapidly then it becomes very hard and brittle. Actually,

it is very difficult to regulate the rate of cooling accu-

rately. Therefore, a process called tempering is used to

achieve the final degree of hardness or toughness of the

t
steel.

Therefore, before we can accurately predict the

- -- -- -~~~~~~~~~~~----- --- -- .  -
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I properties of a piece of steel, we would have to know (a)

the temperature to which it was heated , (b) the amount of

I carbon present , and (c) the rate at which it was cooled .

I 
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I
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I
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I I

METALS AND ALLOYS

I I 

Metal has certain unique advantages over other sub-

stances as a material for tools and implements. It is

I har d , strong , durable , and can be molded to any desired

I 
shape . When no longer required for a par ticular use, it

can be melted and made into a new product . But even more

I important , perhaps, is the fact that it has a wide diver-

- sity of properties under the control of man .

I Many important physical properties of metal depend

I 
upo n its internal grain structure . We can , therefore,

al ter the properties of a given metal by cha nging its

I internal structure. Both heat and various mechanical pro-

cesses modify the internal structure and hence the prop-

I erties of metals. Heat , for example , chan ges the grain

I 
structure of metals in such a way as to sof ten them , and

hammering at room temperature chan ges their grain structure

I in such a way as to harden them .

Nevertheless, despite the possibility of modifying

I the internal structure of metals by heat and mechanical

means , the range of properties ava ilable among pure metals

is obviously limited by the existence of only a small nuxn-

I ber of pure metals. Hence, if man restricted himself to

the use of pure metals he would only have a limited variety

I
I 
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of grain structures and a correspondingly limited range of

physical properties at his disposal.

It is true , of course , that pure metals do have cer—

- tam unique functions that alloys cannot perform , espe-

cially in laboratory instruments. For most practical pur-

1 poses , however , it is expedient to alloy a metal with other

metals or non-metals , and thus take advantage of the much

wider selection of grain structures and physical properties

which thereby becomes available. Generally speaking, other
I elements are alloyed with metals to confer such properties

I as increased har dness , strength , toughness and flexibility.

Almost any desired combination of physical properties can

I be developed to meet the specific requirements of a metal

part by selecting an appropriate metal , by choosing suit-

- able kin ds and percentag es of al loying elements, and by

( subjecting the resulting alloy to app -:opriate mechanical

and/or other procedures.

I It is clear from the foregoing, therefore , that the

properties of a given a l loy ,  like those of a pure metal ,
I are (within certain limits) determined by its distinctive

I grain structure. This structure in turn depends upon the

particular metal and the specific type and amount of alloy_ I

- I ing substance used. Alloys also resemble pure metals in

I
- the fact that their internal structure also varies with

temperature. Unlike pure metals, however , the grain

I structure (and hence the properties) of some alloys are

I
_ _ _ _ _ _ _  - —~~~~~~~~~~~.
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modified by the rate at which they are cooled.

Hence , before we could predict the grain structur e

I. and properties of an alloy belonging to the latter cate-

gory of alloys , we would not only have to know (a) its

temperature and (b) its principal metal component , and the

type and amount of alloying substance used , but also (c)

the rate at which it was cooled .

I

I
1
I
I
I

- I
I
I
I — —_______________________
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I
IRON AND IRON ALLOYS

I Iron and iron alloys have a long and interesting

history . The wide range of iron derivatives available

I - today occupies an intermediate position in both time and
- 

I 
complexity between the ancient art of the metalsmiths and

our modern science of metallurgy. Although modern methods

I of mass-producing iron and iron alloys are only about one

hundred years old , iron products have been used for about

I 4,000 years, and many of the basic processes employed

I 
today are several hundred years old.

Neteroic iron was probably the first iron alloy

I used by man in most parts of the world. This type of

iron accounts for the existence of many iron tools in

areas where iron smelting was unknown . It has a high

I 
nickel content peculiar to meteoric iron ; no known iron

ore shares this characteristic . Although this alloy could

I not be melted with charcoal fires , it could be softened

and formed into tools far superior to those of bronze or

I copper .

Wrought iron was in use before the f i r s t  written -

I records and was the primary iron products made by man

until about 100 years ago. It is almost pure iron that

contains strips and pieces of slag throughout , and is

I -j

I
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fairly strong and easy to work.

Wrought iron was produced in a crude charcoal-burn-

I ing fu rnace  similar to that used in the ref inin g of copper

i 
and tin. Wood charcoal and ore were placed in the tube-

like furnace , and the charcoal was ignited from the bottom .

I The natural draf t of air in such a fu rn ace , however, was

i n s u f f i cient for the charcoal to burn fast enough to pro-

I duce the necessary heat and temperature. To overcome this

difficulty, the furnace was ma de higher and hand—operated
I bellows were used to increase the available air flow .

I 
- Although this type of furnace was hot enough to

melt tin and copper ores, it was not hot enough to reduce

I iron ore to molten (liquid) state . Almost any desired

I 
combination of physical properties can be developed to

meet the specific requirements of a metal part by selecting

I an appropriate metal , by choosing suitable kinds and per-

centages of alloying elements , and by subjecting the re—

I suiting alloy to appropria te mechanical an d/or other pro-

cedures.

It is clear from the fc regoing, therefore , that

I 
I the properties of a g iven alloy , like those of a pure metal,

are (within certain l imits)  determined by its distinctive

grain structure. This structure in turn depends upon the

particular metal and the specific type and amount of

I alloying substance used. Alloys also resemble pure metals

in the fact that their internal structure also varies with

4 1  -

- -
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I temperature. Unlike pure metals, however , the grain

structure (and hence the proper ties) of some alloys are

I modified by the rate at which they are cooled .

Hence , before we could predict the grain structure

I and properties of an alloy belonging to the latter cate-

I 
, gory of alloys, we would not only have to know (a) its

temperature and (b)  its principal metal component , and the

I type and amoun t of alloying substance used, but also (c)

the rate at which it was cooled .

I 
-

I
I

I
I
I

I

(
I 
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I THE PROPERTIES OF PLAIN CARBON STEEL

I When you mix two or more substances together and at

I 
least one of them is a metal , you get a new metallic sub-

stance called an alloy . Depending on how hot the alloy

I is , it will either be a solution or a mixture. When the

solution cools it becomes a mixture . If you ex amine

either under a microscope you can see that the elements

which make up the alloy are mixed in the same pattern from

I one part to another . That is to say , an alloy has a uni-

I form internal structure.

If the ingredients in a metal are not mixed evenly

I throughout , it is not considered an alloy . For example -

there may be pockets of impurities scattered from place to

I place throughout the metal . These impurities are not

I mixed evenly (homogeneously) with the metal. Therefore ,

the mixture is not an alloy . Of course you do find impuri-

I ties in alloys too. Most metal ore is not refined to the

point where all impurities are removed. Such refining

I would be very expensive . Besides , a small amount of im-

purities in an alloy does not damage its quality .

The grain structure in an alloy may be simple or

I complex. The grain structure will be simple and predict-

able , if the elements which are combined to make the alloy

I
j - :  ~~~ 

________________ 
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I 
do not chemically interact . Take bronze, an alloy of cop-

per and tin. It is an example of a simple grain struc-

I ture . Here all the gra ins are alike: each grain is a

grain of bronze. When the two metals are heated and then

I cooled , the copper and tin unite in each grain. These

i 
grains are like grains of pure metal except that they are

I made of two elements instead of one. The copper and tin

I are not chemically united , but you can no longer tell them

apart as two metals.

I When the elements which make up an alloy combine

‘ 
chemically, the grain structure is not predictable. Steel ,

which is an al loy of iron an d carbon , is an example of

I this. Here the carbon interac ts chemicall y with some of

the iron . It makes a chemical compound called iron car-

I bide . Tiny fragments of iron carbide are mixed evenly

I 
with the grains of iron . This is not like bronze where

each particle is exactly the same as the next. Instead ,

I there are two distinct components; iron and iron carbide.

The m ixture , or solution , has grains of metal (iron) with

I the chemical compound (iron carbide) mixed evenly within

and around them. The actual arrangement of these parti-

I de s  differs depending on how it is treated by heat and

I cold. Simple grain alloys , like bronze, and pure metals

do not have this ability to change their grain structure.

I Because the grain structure can be varied by wheat treat-

ment” varying hardnesses of the alloy can be achieved .
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I 
Only the few alloys which have complex grain structures

can be heat treated . Iron alloys which contain some

I amounts of carbon and some alloys of magnes ium and alumi-

num can be hardened by heat treatment .

The principle substances combined to make steel are

- iron and carbon . The amount of carbon is small . I t

usually varies between 1.1% and 1.5% and never goes higher

I - than 2%. Most steel made and in use today combines only

carbon and iron . One or more additional elements are added

sometimes. This is done to change some of the alloy ’s

properties. These properties include hardness , strength ,

I 
- toughness , flexibility and resistence to corrosion.

I Temperature affects the properties of steel . The

- most obvious change related to temperature is the change

I from a solid to a liquid. This happens when steel is

I 
heated above its melting point . When it is cooled down

the reverse occurs. As the temperature is lowered below

I the melting point the molten (liquid) steel hardens into

gra ins much as water freezes into ice.

I The internal structure of steel changes several

I 
times before it reaches a liquid state. At normal atinos-

pheric temperatures the iron and iron carb ide grains are

I in a fixed arrangement . As it is heated , and while it is

still a solid, that arrangement begins to change. These

I changes occur at definite temperatures. These tempera-

tures are known as “critical temperatures.” When steel 

~~ -- --- - — .  - ----—
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is heated above its upper critical temperature it is

actually a solid solution .

I You may think it strange to call a solid material a

solution. A material which has a uniform internal struc-

I ture which varies within wide limits is a solution . The

I 
best known example of this is glass. Steel , heated above

its upper critical temperature and below its melting point

I is another . Its internal structure is uniform , yet it

varies within wide limits.

I The characteristic of steel as both a liquid solu-

I 
tiori and a solid solution is the variability of its inter-

nal structure. The iron carbide breaks up into tiny , hard ,

I and brittle particles. These particles more or less float

throughout the grains of iron. They form and reform . They

I assume the size , shape and relationship most normal for

I 
each given temperature. When the steel is cooled below

its lower critical temperature this freedom is lost. The

I internal structure becomes fixed and invariable.

At the lower critical temperature of steel , carbide

starts going into solution. At the upper critical temper-

U 
ature all the carbon is in solution. Between these two

temperatures more and more carbide in the steel goes

I solution.

- 
All carbon steels have the same lower critical tern-

I pera ture , namely 1350°F. The upper critical temperature

varies, depending on the carbon content . If the carbon

I
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content is very low the upper critical tempera ture will be

very high . As the carbon content gets higher , (up to .8% ,)

the upper critical temperature gets lower. It goes down

from 1600°F. for .1% carbon to 1350°F. for .8% carbon.

For .8% carbon steel the lower and upper critical tempera-

tures are the same , that is 1350°F. If there is more than

.8% carbon in steel , the upper critical tempera ture does

not go below 1350°F. That means that all of the carbide

goes into solution at 1350°F. When there is less thai’. .8%

I carbon present only part of the carbide goes into solution

I at the lower critical temperature, 1350°F. The carbide is

fu l ly  in solution when it reaches its upper cri tical tern-

I
After heat, the amount of carbon content, in the

I form of carbide , determines the internal structure of

steel . At .8% carbon and below , all of the carbide is

found within the grains of iron. If there is more than

I .8% carbon , the excess carbide forms a shell—like layer

around the iron grains . The iron grains themselves are

I saturated with iron carbide grains. If the steel has less

I 
than .8% carbon , there is not enough carbide to saturate

all the iron grains. For example, in .4% carbon steel ,

one half of the iron grains are saturated with iron car-

bide. In .2% carbon steel , there are iron carbide parti—

d e s  within only one quarter of the grains. Three quar-

ters of the grains are pure iron . The proportion of iron

I
• iiii ii , — V — ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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J carbide to pure iron keeps this ratio up to .8%. Above

.8% carbon the extra carbide forms a shell around the iron

grain s.

Iron carbide grains are very , very hard . There-

fore , the more carbon in steel , the harder it is. At

• least that is compl etely true up to .8% carbon steel .

Above that , hardness depends on two things, the carbon

content of the steel and how quickly it is cooled .

We have seen tha t the internal structure of steel

is related to heat and carbon content. Now we will look

at another factor ; the rate steel is cooled . By rate of

cool ing we mean the speed at which steel is passed through

its upper and lower critical temperatures. Rate of cooling

determines the type of f ixed internal structure that steel

assumes.

When steel is in a solid solution , the carbide par-

ticles in it move around. As if they were floating , they

change places depending on their normal position for that

particular temperature. The positions and size of the car-

bide grains become fixed as the metal is cooled through

its upper and lower critical temperatures. If the solid

solu tion is cooled slowly, the carbide particles have time

to assume the position natural for lower temperatures. If

the solution is cooled quickly, there is not enough time

for the particles to rearrange in a natural way. The fixe

structure which results is strained and unnatural .
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I When a piece of steel is cooled very slowl y through

its critical temperatures , the arrangement of its carbide

I particles is natural. Its internal structure is Un—

I strained. The natural internal structure of slowly cooled

steel makes it soft and tough . It is also easy to form ,

I to bend or stretch it without breaking it.

Slow cooling does not eliminate the effects of high

I carbon content . Depending on the percentage of carbon in

the steel , the carbide particles collect into spheres

• within all or some of the grains of iron into layers around

I them . Higher carbon steels are slightly harder than low

carbon steels that had the same slow cooling process.

I Beyond .8% carbon content, the carbon spheres continue

to inf luence  the hardness of slowly cooled steel . For

example 1.2% slowly cooled carbon steel is harder than .9%

I carbon steel that is slowly cooled .

Rapid cooling also a f fe cts the internal structure

I of steel . This results in steel that is very hard . When

the steel is cooled quickly from a solid solution the iron

• I carbid e par ticles do not have time to reform . They remain

I very small. The iron carbide remains finer and more corn-

pletely scattered within the grains of iron the faster the

I cooling takes place. They become fixed before they can

rearrange within and around the particles of iron. This is~I considered an unnatural structure. It results in greater

~~ and brittleness. These properties also increase~~

a

• ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~• ••
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• with the amount of carbon in the steel up to .8%. Maximum

hardness is achieved at .8% carbon content. Rapidly cooled

1% carbon steel is not any harder than .8% carbon steel

that is cooled as quickly.

A piece of steel can be cooled through its critical

temperatures in less than a second. When cooled at that

speed , the carbide particles are trapped in a completely

dispersed structure. This structure looks like a network

of t i ny ,  spiny , pine needles . The iron gra ins are locked

between these spines like concrete is reinforced by inter-
• locking rods. This arrangement is very hard and rigid .

There are more spines in steel that has more carbon (up

to .8%). This results in greater hardness. It also re-

sults in greater brittleness. High carbon steel that is

f cooled very rapidly is very har d and more br ittle than

glass. It will break before it will bend .

This rapid cooling of steel to make it harder is

called heat treatment. It takes advantage of the unnatural

interna l structure which is trapped by the cooling through

the critical temperatures. The carbide must be in solution

to start with. That only starts to happen at 1350°F.

Rapid cooling from a temperature less than that will not

increase hardness. As we said before, steel is one of the

few alloys that can be hardened by heat treatment.

Carbon content above .8% does not affect the hard-

ness of steel . It does affect is wear resistance, however.

— 4
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To wear down such a piece of steel you would have to wear

away the very hard shell around each iron grain as well as

the very hard gra in itself .  This iron carbide shell also

increases the brittleness of the steel . This is a big dis—

advantage of high carbon steels. They are more likely to

i break on impact or bending than tougher low carbon steels.

Some precautions mus t be taken durin g heat trea t-

I merit. Steel is chemically more active at high temperatures.

This means that oxygen in the air burns out carbon from the

I surface of the steel while it is being heated . This re-

I 
duces the carbon content of the steel. Oxygen in the air

also rusts (oxidizes) iron very rapidly while it is hot.

I You can heat it in gases other than ord inary air . If you

use an atmosphere of carbon gas, the steel will absorb

I carbon into its surface. Sometimes this is done to give

a piece of low carbon steel a hard outer shell. Generally

1 though , care must be taken to preven t rusting , loss of

I carbon from the surface or absorption of carbon while

finished parts are being heat treated .

I Hardness alone in a piece of steel is usually riot

enough. The use of the particular piece of steel indicates
I what properties it should have. Perhaps it needs to be

soft and tough, or flexible, etc. In theory you would

think that it would be possible to control these properties. -•

I For example, we should be able to produce hard , strong steel

by cooling it rapidly. It would also seem that we should

H _ _ _  

_ _  
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I be able to produce soft , tough steel . This should be pos-

sible by cooling the steel more slowly. So much for the-

I ory. Actually it is very hard to control cooling in such

I a precise way as to get a specific degree of hardness.

In practice, steel is cooled as rapidly as possible

I during heat treatment. Afterwards , any degree of hardness

which is not desired is removed . This is done by a pro-

I cess called tempering. Tempering is the process of re-

I heating hardened steel to a temperature below the lower

critical temperature. The hardness of steel is closely

I related to its other properties. If we get the right

amoun t of hardness it will probably have the other prop-

I erties we want . The right degree of hardness results from

I heat treatment and tempering .

Carbide particles in hardened steel are trapped in

I unnatural needle-like formations . These formations gener-

ate structural stresses. As a result there is an internal

I tendency toward reforming into a more natural arrangement .

I 
At ordinary temperatures this tendency cannot func t ion .

However , if the hardened steel is reheated , the structure

can modify i t se l f .  This reforming starts as low as 212°F.

At this temperature the trapped carbide spines can reform

I into spheres. As the temperature is raised , more and more

spines break down and become spheres. This makes the steel

softer and tougher, or less hard and brittle. The amount

of softness and toughness, or hardness and brittleness — — 
‘5,- , 5 

- -
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I that is desired is the reason for tempering ; and dictates

the highest temperature (below the critical temperature)

I to which the tempered steel is raised .

i ~
• 

In tempering a file , it is rehea ted to 2l~~F. This

modifies some needles , removing some bri t t leness.  However ,

I most of the hardness is retained . Cut t ing tools and

wearing parts are tempered at about 400 °F. This removes

I some brittleness. It also takes away a little hardness.

Battering tools are reheated to about 500°F. A little hard-

ness and brittle ness is removed. However , the tools are

I - tougher and less apt to break. Springs are tempered at

about 750°F. This achieves the best balance between

I toughness , hardness and flexibility.
0 0Parts reheated to 900 — 1000 F. lose additional

hardness. They gain toughness arid the ability to bend

without breaking . Higher tempering temperatures modify

more of the spiny structure . If a part is overheated it

becomes too soft. It must be rehardened , and then tem-

pered at the proper temperature. This means that it must

be heated above its upper critical temperature and then

rapidly cooled before it is tempered .

—~~ • . • -—--S __~~~~•~~ . S ______________ j
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I 1. The primary purpose of tempering steel is to reduce :

(a) hardness

I (b) brittleness
(c) wear—resistance
(d) toughness

I 
C e ) softness

2. An alloy is a substance composed of two or more
elements:

I (a) which has metallic properties
(b) which has at least one metal constituent

I (c) which do not interact chemically
C d ) “ a ” and “b”
(e) “b” and “c ’

I 3. The most rel iabl e method of making the f i r st of
two iden tical pieces of steel har der than the second
is to:

I (a) cool the first piece more slowly during heat
treatment

I (b) cool the f i r st piece more rapidly dur ing heat
treatment

(c) heat the first piece at a higher temperature
during heat treatment

I (d )  temper the f i rs t  piece at a higher temperature
Ce ) temper the first piece at a lower temperature

I 4. In .6% steel:

(a) all of the iron grains are saturated with car- 
- 

S

bide

I Cb ) one-quarter of the iron grains are saturated
with carbi de

(c) one-half of the iron grains are saturated with

I carbide
Cd) three-quarters of the iron grains are saturated

with carbide
Ce) carbide forms in a shell-like layer around theI ‘ grains of iron

5. A kitchen knife made of which of the following would

I remain sharp the longest?

(a) .2% carbon steel
I • (b) .4% carbon steel
I (c) .8% carbon steel

(d) .95% carbon steel S

i (e) 1.5% carbon steel

S4~~~~~~- 
- - -  S - - —-

~~
-
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1

6. To be able to get maximum hardness in steel , it
must contain :

(a) at least .1% carbon
(b) at least .4% carbon
(c) at least .8% carbon
(d) not over 1.5% carbon
(e)  not over 2% carbon

7. Which of the following events do not occur as steel
is transformed from a mixture to a solution?

(a) the carbide particles become more highly dis-
per sed

(b) the metal becomes a liquid
Cc ) the carbide particles become smaller
(d) the grain structure varies with changes in

temperature
(e) the carbide particles acquire greater freedom

to reform

8. By knowing the hardness of a piece of steel we do
not know:

C a )  its toughness
(b ) its tensile strength
(c) its corrosion resistance
Cd ) its ability to withstand impact
(e) its abi l i ty  to withstand bending without

breaking

9. When an alloy is examined under a powerful micro-
scope, it can be demonstrated that:

(a) it has a uniform internal structure throughout
the piece

(b ) all grains have the same general appearance
Cc ) all grains have the same size and general

appearance
Cd) its internal components are not dist inguishable

from each other
Ce) WbW and “d”

10. Cooling a piece of steel rapidly from the tempering
temperature will:

(a) completely reharden the piece
(b) partially reharden the piece depending on the

tempering temperature

_ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _-  - - - —~~~~~~~~~~~~~—--- --- -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ --
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f Cc) partially reharden the piece depending on the

carbon content S

Cd) partially reharden the piece depending on both
tempering temperature and carbon content

(e) have no effect wha tsoever

11. A steel part with a tough center and a hard , wear-
resistant surface (such as an axle) cou ld be pro-
duced by:

Ca) hardening a high carbon steel part and then
rehea ting only the surface

(b) hardening a low carbon steel part arid then
reheating only the surface

Cc) hardening and tempering a low carbon steel in
a carbon atmosphere

Cd) hardening and tempering a high carbon steel in
an ordinary air atmosphere

Ce) hardening and tempering a low carbon steel in
an ordinary air atmosphere

12. Which of the following statements is not true?

(a) the carbide in .6% carbon steel starts to go
into solution at the same temperature as the
carbide in .4% carbon steel

(b) the carbide in .6% carbon steel is all in
solution at a lower temperature than the
carbide in .4% carbon steel

Cc ) the carbide in 1.5% carbon steel is all in
solution at a lower tempera ture than the
carbide in .8% carbon steel

Cd ) the carbide in 1.5% carbon steel begins to
go into solution at the same tempera ture
as the carbide in .8% carbon steel

(e) the carbide in .6% carbon steel begins to
go into solution at the same temperature
as the carbide in .8% carbon steel

13. Which tempering temperature is best for battering
tools?

(a) 300° F
(b) 400° F
Cc) 500° F
Cd ) 750° F
Ce) 9500 F

- - — _ _ _ _ ___ •_ —IS__ • ____________________ - 5— • 5—-
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19. Steel with a carbon content over .8% is used where
it is important to have:

Ca )  extra hardness

I (b) increased flexibility
Cc) high corrosion resistance
Cd) great toughness

i Ce ) high wear resistance

20. The upper critical temperature of steel:

I (a) is the temperature above which steel melts
Cb ) is the temperature at which all of the carbide

in steel is in solution

I Cc) is the temperature at which all of the carbide
in steel begins to go into solution

Cd) is the temperature above which steel must be
heated for tempering to take placeI (e) is the temperature below which steel solidifies

21. When a piece of high carbon steel is cooled rapidly

I from a solid solution , the piece will be:

(a) soft

I (b) hard
(C) soft and tough
Cd) hard and brittle

I Ce ) brittle

22. The most important consideration in choosing the

I 
tempering temperature of a finished steel part is:

(a) its desired mechanical properties
(b) the rate at which it was cooled

I Cc) the maximum temperature during heat treatment
Cd) the carbon content of the part
Ce) the internal grain structure of the part

I 23. Which of the following alloys may be heat treated?

(a) iron—chromium

I (b) iron-carbon-tungsten
(c) copper-zinc
Cd) iron—nickel—chromium

I Ce) copper-tin

24. Which of the following statements is not true?

(a) slowly cooled 1.5% carbon steel is harder than
S slowly cooled 1% carbon steel

I
I
_ _ _ _ _ _  _  
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I (b) slowly cooled .75% carbon steel is harder
than slowly cooled .6% carbon steel

(c) rapi dly cooled .7% carbon steel is harder

I than rapidly cooled .5% carbon steel
C d) rapidly cooled .8% carbon steel is harder

than slowly cooled .8% carbon steel
(e) rapidly cooled 1.5% carbon steel is harder than

I rapi dl y cooled 1% carbon steel

I 25. When tempering a cutting tool that is to be driven
I with a hammer (e . g . ,  a ch i se l) ,  the following
I I tempering temperature should be used:

i (a)  2 12° F
I (b) 400° F

Cc) 550° F
Cd) 700° FI Ce ) 900 ° F

26. The affect of tempering steel first becomes notice--I able at:

(a) its upper cri tical temperature
(b) its lower critical temperatureI Cc) 212° F
Cd) 900° F
(e) 1200° F

I 27. As the tempering temperature increases, steel
becomes

I Ca )  tougher
(b) harder

I Cc ) softer
Cd ) tougher and harder
Ce )  tougher and softer

I 28.  The higher the carbon content of steel:

(a) the lower the temperature at which all of the

I carbide is in solution
(b) the higher the temperature at which all of the

carbide is in solution
Cc) the higher the temperature at which the carbide

starts going into the solution
Cd) the lower the temperature at which the carbide

starts going into solution

I (e) the higher its melting point

I
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I 29.  Which of the following statements about .8% carbo n

steel is not true?
I

I (a) its lower and upper critical temperatures are
the same

(b) it is more brittle than .4% carbon steel
Cc ) its carbide starts going into solution at a

lower temperature than the carbide of .4%
I carbon steel

(d) it may be hardened at a lower temperature than

I . 4 %  carbon steel
Ce ) it is harder than .6% carbon steel

I I 30. Steel is:

(a) a compoun d of iron and carbon
(b) a solution of iron and iron carbide
(c) a solution or mixture of iron and iron carbide
Cd ) a solution or mixture of iron and carbon

H - - Ce) a solution of iron and carbon

U I 31. Tempering should follow the hardening operation to
increase:

I Ca) hardness
(b) toughness

I 
Cc ) brittleness
(d) wear—resistance
Ce ) corrosion resistance

I 32. A piece of metal may not be considered an alloy:

(a ) if its constituents form a compound
(b) if it contains impurities
Cc ) if its alloying constituent is found only in

scattered pockets
Cd) if it contains inclusions of a metal or non-I metal
(e) if it contains impurities in the form of

inclusions

I 33. In terms of its distinctive chemical—physical con-
dition an alloy is defined as:

U (a ) a solid solution
(b) a solid solution or a liquid solution

I
Cc) a mixture
(d) a solution or a mixture

‘

I 

(e) a compount in solution
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34. Maximally rapid cooling of steel from a solid solu-
tion results in:

(a) fixing of carbide particles in a dispersed
( structure

(b) f ixing of carbide particles in a needle-like
structure

Cc) fixing of carbide particles in the form of
spheres within the iron grains

C d) fixing of carbide particles in the form of
layers within the iron grains

Ce) fixing of carbide particles in the form of
layers around the iron grains

j 35. During heat treatment the amount of carbon in a
piece of steel may decrease :

Ca ) if it is heated in an atmosphere of air
I (b) if its carbon content is originally more

• than .8% -a Cc ) if it is cooled too rapidly
Cd ) if its carbon content is originally less than

.8%
I Ce) if the maximum temperature during heat treat-

ment is excessive
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